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Abstract

Term extraction is very helpful for Information Re-
trieval(IR) systems to have higher precision in retrieval,
and that this capability is in demand for all of the
Internet searching tools. In this paper, we develop a
scalable approach via String B-tree(SB-tree) to iden-
tify signi�cant terms from large amount of Chinese
text data, which does not use a dictionary. Our ap-
proach consists of four steps : (i) texts information
database, (ii) SB-tree construction, (iii) candidate sig-
ni�cant term extraction and (iv) signi�cant term vali-
dation. Our experiment uses three year news from Cen-
tral News Agency(CNA) as the source to extract sig-
ni�cant terms. The total number of the news and char-
acters are 220; 395 and 80; 046; 457 respectively. With
the training corpus from such a long time period, we
not only have robust statistic of terms, i.e. term fre-
quency and document frequency, but also can detect
some events via the distribution of signi�cant terms
according to di�erent scale of time interval. What we
have done is somewhat a fundamental work of text data
warehouse.

1 Introduction

Under the trend of global networking through the In-
ternet, the growth in the number of electronic doc-
uments in Chinese and oriental languages have been
rapid, and these have mostly been published in Japan,
Korea, Singapore, Hong Kong, Mainland China, Tai-
wan, etc. These documents are mostly non-structured
and usually demand eÆcient Information Retrieval(IR)
techniques for retrieval. There is a increasing need to
retrieve large number of such documents quickly and
intelligently through world-wide information network-
s. Term extraction is very helpful for IR systems to
have higher precision in retrieval, and that this capa-
bility is in demand for all of the Internet searching
tools. It is important to note that without eÆcien-
t term extraction, many IR applications, for instance,
text classi�cation[19, 9, 14, 3], information �ltering[13]

and text summary, cannot obtain satisfactory results.

For Chinese IR systems[5], automatic term extrac-
tion from text is quite diÆcult especially for unknown
words, such as names, locations, translated terms, tech-
nical terms, abbreviation, etc. It is generally believed
that due to the inherent di�erences in languages such
as the lack of explicit separators, i.e. blanks or de-
limiters, in written oriental sentences to indicate word
boundaries, the techniques developed for retrieval oc-
cidental documents can not be directly applied to re-
trieval of oriental language documents. There are sig-
ni�cant approaches[19, 18, 4, 2, 12] developed for Chi-
nese term extraction recently. In [19, 18], they use a
multi-linear term-phrase technique[11] to split adjacen-
t character sequences(or character sequences in orien-
tal languages). Adjacent character sequences are then
merged pairwisely to form longer character sequences
if they satisfy the criteria of the merging rules. This
process repeats until no more adjacent character se-
quences can be merges. Those adjacent character se-
quences fail to satisfy the merging rules are discarded
or put in the �nal term list depending on the frequency
of occurrence. This approach is simple and straightfor-
ward, but it is not suitable for incremental text data.
Chien[4] use PAT tree to extract terms from Chinese
texts e�ectively. The PAT tree is incremental and is
eÆcient in representing online corpus, especially when
the corpus is dynamic, but PAT tree approach su�ers
from the limit of �xed memory size because the size of
PAT tree may be about 10 times of the size of origi-
nal text. Although CPAT tree(Compact PAT tree)[2]
is proposed to improve PAT tree by reducing the main
memory requirement of original PAT trees, its original
PAT tree must be built as a temporal media in main
memory before constructing a CPAT tree. We cannot
build a main memory having an unbounded capacity
and, therefore, we need external storage.

In this paper, we develop a scalable approach via
String B-tree(SB-tree)[7] to identify terms from large
amount of text data, which does not use a dictio-
nary. Note that the String B-tree(SB-tree) is the
�rst external-memory data structure that has the same
worst-case performance as regular B-trees but han-
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dles unbounded-length strings and performs much more
powerful search operations such as the ones supported
by suÆx trees[8]. Our term extraction process consists
of four steps : (i) texts information database, (ii) SB-
tree construction, (iii) candidate signi�cant term ex-
traction and (iv) signi�cant term validation. We �rst
store the basic information of each text in the database.
Secondly, we individually construct, for each class of
the news, an SB-tree and an Reverse SB-tree by insert-
ing the suÆx strings[8] of each sentence and its cor-
responding reversed sentence into the SB-tree and the
Reverse SB-tree respectively. Thirdly, we extract can-
didate signi�cant terms by scanning the leaves of the
SB-tree and the Reverse SB-tree to decide the right
and the left boundaries of signi�cant terms, and put
the extracted candidate terms into Right-Justify table
and Left-Justify table in the database respectively. We
�nally have the signi�cant terms which appear in the
Right-Justify table and their reversed strings also ap-
pear in Left-Justify table.

Our experiment uses three year news, 1991/1/1-
1993/12/31, from Central News Agency(CNA)[1] as
source texts to extract signi�cant terms. The total
number of the news and characters are 220; 395 and
80; 046; 457 respectively. The total size of original texts
are about 152:7MB, which is far more than previous
related researches[19, 4, 12]. The maximum length of
extracted terms is 20 and the number of signi�cant
terms extracted is 908; 413. With such a large scale
and a long time period of training corpus, we can ex-
tract very speci�c and signi�cant terms, such as "��
���������	
�
�Æ��"(the rules
of the permission for the people in mainland China to
settle down or to take up residence in Taiwan), and
such terms are very helpful to improve Chinese text
classi�cation accuracy [17, 15, 14, 16]. With the train-
ing corpus from such a long time period, we not only
have robust statistic of terms, i.e. term frequency and
document frequency, but also can detect some events
via the distribution of signi�cant terms according to d-
i�erent scale of time interval. Note that we can observe
various objects according to the statistic of signi�cant
terms with di�erent scale of time interval, e.g. monthly
and yearly, and the other attributes of terms associated
with the original texts in the database if necessary.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the String B-tree(SB-tree). Section
3 describes our term extraction approach includes (i)
texts information database, (ii) SB-tree construction,
(iii) candidate signi�cant term extraction and (iv) sig-
ni�cant term validation. Section 4 gives our experi-
mental results. Section 5 gives conclusion and further
research.

2 String B-Tree(SB-tree)

The String B-tree(SB-tree)[7] is the �rst external-
memory data structure that has the same worst-case
performance as regular B-trees but handles unbounded-
length strings and performs much more powerful search
operations such as the ones supported by suÆx trees.
SB-Tree can be seen as a link between some traditional
external-memory and string-matching data structures,
and is a combination of B-Trees and Patricia tries for
internal-node indices that is made more e�ective by
adding extra pointers to speed up search and update
operations.

We briey describe SB-tree data structure[7] as fol-
lowing : each string in the input set is stored in a
contiguous sequence of disk spaces and represent the
strings by their logical pointers to the external-memory
addresses of their �rst character, for example, as shown
at the bottom in Figure 1(a). We can therefore locate
the disk page containing the ith character of a string
by performing a constant number of simple arithmetical
operations on its logical pointer. Note that a single disk
page contains only 4 logical pointers, as shown in Fig-
ure 1(a), and we are not able to retrieve strings' charac-
ters if we only read this page. The keys for each inter-
nal node of SB-tree are composed of the leftmost and
the rightmost strings of its children. When managing
keys in the form of logical pointers to arbitrarily-long
strings, it is extremely ineÆcient if we compare any
two strings character-by-character because the worst
cost is proportional to the length of the two strings in-
volved each time and the same input characters are
(re)examined several times. In [6], Ferragina et al.
transform the B-tree-like data structure into a simpli-
�ed version of the SB-tree by properly organizing the
logical pointers inside its nodes by means of Patricia
tries. They plug a Patricia trie into each B-tree node
in order to organize its strings properly and support
searches that compared only one string in the keys for
each internal node in the worst case. Note that the
searches compare with only one string in the worst case
rather than log
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jBj ones required for a binary search,

where jBj is the number of suÆx strings represented
in that node of SB-tree. The value of B is 4 in Figure
1(a).

As shown in Figure 1(b), for example, the Patricia
trie[8] with four suÆx strings, "a#", "aa#", "aab#"
and "ab#", represents the 4th node of the SB-tree in
Figure 1(a). Note that all of the indexed suÆx strings
are appended an marker "#" to identify the ending.
The detailed steps of the construction of Patricia tries
are ignored here. When a node pointed to a suÆx string
is inserted into a Patricia trie, it will be inserted into
the neighborhood of the node with a longest bit stream
similarity and will be tagged with the minimal compari-
son bit to discriminate them. The advantage of Particia
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Figure 1: (a) An SB-tree example (b) Patricia trie :
the 4th node of SB-tree

trie is useful for speeding up searching.

3 Our Approach

Our term extraction process consists of four steps : (i)
texts information database, (ii) SB-tree construction,
(iii) candidate signi�cant term extraction and (iv) sig-
ni�cant term validation. As shown in Figure 2, we �rst
store the information of each text in the database, such
as text identi�er(NewsID), construction date(Date),
the type of news(NewsType), the length and the point-
er of string to the beginning of the text, etc. Secondly,
for each class of the texts, we individually construc-
t an SB-tree and an Reverse SB-tree by inserting the
suÆx strings[8] of each sentence and its correspond-
ing reversed sentence into SB-tree and Reverse SB-tree
respectively. Thirdly, we extract candidate signi�cant
terms by scanning the leaves of the SB-tree and the
Reverse SB-tree respectively to decide the right and
the left boundaries of signi�cant terms, and put the
extracted candidate terms from SB-trees and Reverse
SB-trees into Right-Justify table and Left-Justify ta-
ble in the database respectively. We �nally have the
candidate signi�cant terms in the Right-Justify table
as signi�cant terms if their reversed strings also appear
in Left-Justify table. We describe the above four steps
in Section 3.1, Section 3.2, Section 3.3 and Section 3.4
respectively.
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Figure 2: Overview of the Signi�cant Term Extraction
Process

3.1 Text Information Database

This is an preprocessing step for the SB-tree construc-
tion. In this paper, we have the information of each text
store in the database, such as text identi�er(NewsID),
construction date(Date), the type of news(NewsType),
the length and the pointer of the string to the begin-
ning of the text. After this step, we can access each
text and �nd its construction date via its NewsID in
the database. The suÆx strings of each sentence in
one text can be represented as the format (NewsID
: O�set), where "O�set" is the distance of the suÆx
string to the beginning of that text. With the data
of (NewsID : O�set), we can retrieve the suÆx strings
and �nd the construction date of each string such that
we can have information not only ordinary statistic, i.e.
term frequency and document frequency, but also the
distribution of term frequency according to di�erent
time interval, i.e. monthly or yearly. Note that there
are many other attributes can associated with texts in
the database according to any speci�c domains if nec-
essary.

3.2 SB-tree Construction

The purpose of SB-tree construction is to sort the suf-
�x strings of the sentences in the texts such that the
similar strings can be grouped together and the repeat-
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Figure 3: SuÆx Strings examples(SB-tree)

ed patterns can be extracted by scanning the leaves
of SB-tree. In this paper, we individually construct
an SB-tree and an Reverse SB-tree, for each class of
texts, by inserting the suÆx strings of the sentences
of the texts into SB-tree and the suÆx strings of the
corresponding reversed sentences of the texts into Re-
verse SB-tree gradually. The suÆx strings of the sen-
tence "��������" for SB-tree and its corre-
sponding reversed sentence "��������" for
Reverse SB-tree are listed in Figure 3. Note that the
number of the suÆx strings in the texts is equal to the
number of the leaves of the SB-tree. Each leaf of SB-
tree has the format of data as (NewsID : Offset),
where NewsID represents the identi�er of the text that
the string belong to, and the O�set means the distance
of the string to the beginning of the text. Therefore,
the suÆx string can be accessed when signi�cant term
extraction as described in Section 3.3. In Figure 4, for
example, there are the partial of sorted suÆx strings in
the SB-tree and in Reversed SB-tree. For simplicity, we
have only suÆx strings from one text whose NewsID is
1 to construct SB-tree and Reverse SB-tree.

3.3 Candidate Signi�cant Term Extrac-

tion

The process of the candidate signi�cant term extrac-
tion with right(left) boundary validation is scanning
from the least leaves of SB-tree(Reversed SB-tree) or-
derly, and extract the longest common pre�x of adja-
cent strings as candidate signi�cant term using stack
operations, push and pop, to gather the related statis-
tic information of each candidate signi�cant term, and
put to Right(Left)-Justify table in the database. We
verify the right and the left boundaries of signi�cant
terms via scanning the leaves of SB-trees and Reversed
SB-trees respectively.
We have signi�cant terms as the terms with both

right and left boundary validation. To have candidate
signi�cant terms with boundary validation, we have
the repeated patterns that have, at least, two di�er-
ent kinds of successor Chinese characters as candidate
signi�cant terms. As shown in Figure 4(a), for exam-

ple, "��", "����" and "��������"
are considered as candidate signi�cant terms with

right boundary validation and are inserted into
Right-Justify table. Notice that the "�����",
"������" and "�������" are not con-
sidered as candidate signi�cant term because they have
only one successor Chinese character "�","�" and
"�" respectively. This process determines the right
boundary of signi�cant terms. To determine the left
boundary of signi�cant terms, we apply the same skill
to Reverse SB-tree. For example, as shown in Fig-
ure 4(b), there are candidate signi�cant terms, "��",

"������" and "��������", with left
boundary validation in Left-Justify table. Similarly,
the "���", "����" and "�����" are not
considered as candidate patterns because they have
only one successor Chinese character "�","�" and
"�" respectively.
We show, for example, the partial steps of the can-

didate signi�cant term extraction. As shown in Fig-
ure 5(a), the pattern "����" is an candidate
signi�cant term and has 4 items in IDlist. When
pointing to the next string, as shown in Figure 5(b),
we have the common pre�x of two adjacent suÆx
strings as "��������" whose length, 8, is
longer than the length, 4, of "����" at the top
record of stack. We then push the record with the
"��������" into stack with related IDList.
When move to the next suÆx string, as shown in Figure
5(c), we have the common pre�x of two adjacent suÆx

strings as "��" whose length, 2, is shorted than the
length, 10, of "��������" at the top record
of stack. Therefore, we pop up individually the records,
"��������" and "����", whose length
are longer than 2, and output the statistic of the record-
s to database, and add the IDLists of "����"
and "��������" to the record of "��" and
push into stack as shown in Figure 5(c). Note that

"��" is an substring of "��������" and
"����". Therefore, the IDList of "��" contains
the union of two IDLists of "��������" and
"����". Note that the statistic of one string is
covered in that of its substrings. For example, if the
term frequency of "��������" is 2, then the
term frequency of "��" and "����" must be 2
at least. It is the reason that we adapt stack operations
to handle the statistic of the strings.

3.4 Signi�cant Term Validation

We have the terms in Right-Justify table as signi�cant
terms if their reversed string exists in Left-Justify ta-
ble. As shown in Figure 6, for example, there are terms
in Right-Justify table and Left-Justify table construct-
ed after candidate signi�cant terms extraction. The
"��������" in Right-Justify is an signi�cant
term because its reversed string "��������"
appears in Left-Justify table. On the other hand, the
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"����" is not an signi�cant term because there is
no "����" in Left-Justify table.

4 Experimental Results

We use three year news, 1991/1/1-1993/12/31, from
Central News Agency(CNA)[1] as source texts to ex-
tract signi�cant terms. As shown in Table 1, there are
24 classes of the news. The total number of the news
and characters are 220; 395 and 80; 046; 457 respective-
ly. The average number of characters per news is 363:2
and the average number of sentences per news is 29:1.
The statistic of SB-tree is shown in Table 1. The total
size of original texts are about 152:7MB, which is far
more than previous related researches[19, 4, 12]. The
total size of SB-tree is about 1:8GB and the obtained
average ratio value(the space of SB-tree needed with
respect to original text size) is 11:9.

In this paper, the maximum length of extracted
terms is 20 and we �lter out the terms whose term fre-
quency are less than 10. The total number of candidate
signi�cant terms and signi�cant terms are 1; 157; 361
and 908; 413 respectively. The length distribution of
terms is shown in Figure 2. Note that the number of
signi�cant terms whose length is 3 is the largest set
of terms. This observation is not coincided with [10],
which states the bi-grams, whose length is 2, is the
largest set in modern Chinese words. To show the run-
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ning time of our approach, we run our program on a
PC with Pentium II 233 CPU, 128MB RAM and IB-
M IDE Harddisk. The total of time for building and
scanning of SB-tree are about 138 hours and 142 hours
respectively. Note that the time for building and scan-
ning of Reverse SB-tree are similar to that of SB-tree
and, therefore, are not listed for simplicity.

With such a large scale and a long time period of
training corpus, we can extract very speci�c and sig-
ni�cant terms, such as "�����������
	
�
�Æ�� "(the rules of the permission
for the people in mainland China to settle down or to
take up residence in Taiwan), and such terms are very
helpful to improve Chinese text classi�cation accura-
cy [17, 15, 14, 16]. With the distribution of signi�cant
terms according to di�erent scale of time interval, we
can have information not only term frequency but also
historical event detection. As shown in Table 3, for ex-
ample, "���� !"�#$%&" and "����
 !"�#'() " represent two persons,"$%&"
and "'()", that had been the ambassador of Iraq
in the United Nations. Note that the value in the col-
umn of "Y1991" means the term frequency of that term
in 1991. We can conjecture that "'()" substitute
for "$%&" to be the ambassadors of Iraq in the U-
nited Nations in 1992. There is an similar observation
that we can �gure out that "*+" take the place
of ",-." to be the head secretary of the central
committee of ""�/" in 1993. Furthermore, we can
detect the event precisely with �ne-grained time inter-
val. As shown in Table 4, for example, we can guess
that "0123456"was hold at November in 1993,
and "789:;<=" was at October in 1991, and
"9>>9�?@A"BCD" was hold at October
or November in 1991, "EFGHIJ�H KLM
" and "NF<OPQRST"BUVWXY" were

Term Y1991 Y1992 Y1993

Table 3: Event detection

hold at July in 1993. Note that we can observe various
objects according to the statistic of terms with di�er-
ent scale of time interval and the attributes of terms
associated with original texts in the database. What
we have done is somewhat a fundamental work of text
data warehouse.

5 Conclusion and Future Re-
search

In this paper, we develop a scalable approach via String
B-tree(SB-tree) to identify terms from large amount
of text data, which does not use a dictionary. Note
that SB-tree can grow incrementally, is I/O eÆcien-
t and is scalable to store large amount of data. Our
term extraction process consists of four steps : (i)
texts information database, (ii) SB-tree construction,
(iii) candidate signi�cant term extraction and (iv) sig-
ni�cant term validation. Our experiment uses three
year news, 1991/1/1-1993/12/31, from Central News
Agency(CNA) as source texts to extract signi�cant
terms. The total number of the news and character-
s are 220; 395 and 80; 046; 457 respectively. The total
size of original texts are about 152:7MB, which is far
more than previous related researches. The maximum
length of extracted terms is 20 and the number of sig-
ni�cant terms extracted are 908; 413. With the training
corpus from such a long time period, we not only have
robust statistic of terms, i.e. term frequency and doc-
ument frequency, but also can detect some events via
the distribution of signi�cant terms according to dif-
ferent scale of time interval. Note that we can observe
various objects according to the statistic of signi�cant
terms with di�erent scale of time interval, e.g. weekly,
monthly and yearly, and the other attributes of terms
associated with the original texts in the database if nec-
essary. What we have done is somewhat a fundamental
work of text data warehouse.
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